Federal government tightens measures against coronavirus

New rules throughout Switzerland from 22 December:

Closed:
- Private meetings: maximum of 10 people
- Gatherings: maximum of 15 people
- Maximum of 5 people at cultural and sporting activities
- Exceptions for children under 16 (sports/cultural activities)

Still applicable:
- Extended requirement to wear masks
- Ban on events
- Discos and clubs closed
- Rules for ski areas
- Distance learning at higher education institutions
- Singing only among family and in schools
- Work from home (recommendation)
- Two household rule (recommendation)
- Cantons may relax closures if conditions permit

Strong recommendation: Stay at home
- Keep contacts to a minimum.
- Avoid unnecessary journeys and outings.
- Fewer customers in shops
- Stricter rules on store capacity. Still closed from 7pm and on Sundays and public holidays.

Additional recommendations:
- Reduce contact with other people
- Wash your hands regularly
- Wear a face mask
- Keep your distance